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Abstract: Preferential voting is becoming an increasingly popular tool through which voters can prioritize their preferred candidate within the candidate list of a given political party, thereby influencing the intra-party struggle for public office to some extent. Candidate information is known, but which voters tend to use their preferential vote? Are they men or women, younger or older people, voters with lower or higher educational attainment? The presented study aims to evaluate the relationship between preferential voting and selected socio-demographic variables at the level of Slovakia, its regions and districts. We are analysing the results of the 2023 elections to the National Council of the Slovak Republic alongside socio-demographic data from the 2021 census. In order to identify a possible statistical relationship between the investigated variables, the method of linear correlation analysis was applied, using the Pearson correlation coefficient. The results indicate that at the national level, considering data from more than 2,900 municipalities in Slovakia, no relationship between preferential voting and selected socio-demographic characteristics of the population was demonstrated. Certain patterns were observed within specific population groups at a lower spatial-hierarchical level (in the case of the Bratislava and Žilina regions, and in selected districts of the Bratislava, Trnava, Žilina and Banská Bystrica regions), but the informative value of several of them is limited by the low number of cases entering the correlation analysis.
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Introduction

Voters in the elections to the National Council of the Slovak Republic have "as if" two votes. They vote for a given political party and can cast a maximum of four preferential (also known as preference) votes for four preferred candidates from the party’s candidate list. Compilation of the list of candidates can be strongly concentrated in the hands of a narrow group of leading party representatives or largely decentralized. Electoral systems and subsequently election results not only generate mandates for the representative body for successful political parties (inter-party competition), but also ensure their redistribution within the political parties themselves (intra-party competition). It is here that the effect of preferential voting on the final election results can be examined (Colomer 2011, Spáč 2013).

Spáč (2013) considers the number of preferential votes, the size of the electoral district and the threshold for counting preferential votes to be three key factors affecting preferential voting. As already mentioned, in the case of elections to the National Council of the Slovak Republic, the voter has four preferential votes. The territory of Slovakia consists of one 150-mandate district and therefore a single candidate list for each party across the entire country. The threshold for counting preferential votes is set at the level of 3% of valid votes for a given political party. From the perspective of supporting the institution of preferential voting,
and thus supporting the democratization of the choice of candidates by voters and the possibility of success for smaller parties, favourable conditions can be considered if the voter has a greater number of preferential votes, the electoral district is large in terms of territory and population (the territory of the country is not divided into several and therefore smaller constituencies), the list of candidates is not too extensive, and the threshold for counting preferential votes is not set too high. Otherwise, candidates in less favourable (usually lower or middle) positions have a lower chance of entering the representative body.

The possibility of using preferential votes in elections was introduced shortly after political changes in 1989 (Act No. 80/1990 Coll.). This gave the voter the right to use four preferential votes, but initially established a 50% threshold and shortly afterward a 10% threshold for counting preferential votes (Act No. 104/1992 Coll.) and the existence of four constituencies (electoral regions). The situation changed with an amendment to the electoral law in 1998, when the four electoral regions were replaced by a single all-Slovak electoral district. The last important change related to the institution of preferential voting was the adjustment of the threshold for counting preferential votes from 10% to 3% within the framework of the newly adopted electoral law No. 333/2004 Coll. Since 1994, the share of voters who used the option of preferential voting has increased from 51.99% to the current 83.25% (for the elections in 2023). As already mentioned, a significant change in this direction was the adoption of the new electoral law in 2004 and related amendments. Until then, the share of voters using preferential voting was in the range of 50-70%, since 2006 this number has oscillated between approximately 75-85%. Despite this high interest in using preferential voting, the fact remains that due to the characteristics of the electoral system in Slovakia, significant power remains in the hands of the elites of political parties in compiling candidate lists and in the inter-party fight, compared to the possibilities of preferential voting to influence the intra-party competition. The aim this contribution is to assess the statistical relationship between the factors of sex, age and education of citizens and the territorial aspects of casting preferential votes. We are trying to find out whether there are certain territorial specifics within Slovakia, both at the regional and district levels, in this relationship. We see a gap in research here, as authors from Central Europe do not cover the issue of preferential voting potentially influenced by the socio-structural background of voters at all. Attention is paid exclusively to the influence and relevance of the socio-structural characteristics of the candidates themselves (Spáč 2013, 2016, Spáč et al. 2016, Jusko et al. 2019).

Theoretical framework

In the issue of explaining preferential voting in the context of explanatory factors, the Belgian and Dutch school of electoral research has traditionally had a very strong position. Wauwers et al. (2020) state in their work that preferential voting has a multi-thematic nature, as it connects with other sub-issues that are currently discussed within political science in its context. These are, for example, personalization of politics (Karvonen 2010, Wauwers et al. 2018), party identification decline (Cross et al. 2018), electoral campaigning (Maddens and Put 2013, van Erkel et al. 2017) or impact of socio-economic characteristics (Erzeel and Caluwaerts 2015, Marien et al. 2016).

As declared by André et al. (2012), the phenomenon of preferential voting can be characterized by several facts. In general, a higher interest in preferential voting can be assumed in the case of voters who are more interested in politics. Also, the voter's motivation to cast a preferential vote increases if he or she feels "connection" with the candidate in a certain way, either on the basis of personal contact, place of residence, or in terms of the content and form of the campaign that the candidate implements in the public space in the case of the given election. We also cannot forget the organizational and technical characteristics of elections, which either support or limit the motivation to cast preferential votes. In this case, we can
mention the limit of the maximum number of preferential votes in particular, the limit for preferential votes counting, as well as the number and size of constituencies.

In Western literature (e.g. André et al. 2012, Thijssen et al. 2018, Wauters et al. 2020), four explanatory theoretical concepts are presented in relation to factors influencing preferential voting. The first one (and for our paper the most important) reports about the so-called “The Resource Model”, which says that the probability of granting a preferential vote depends on the political overview of the voter himself (herself), on the degree of his (her) interest in politics and orientation in its events. In this context, it is possible to expect a link to socioeconomic characteristics of citizens, such as sex, age, education, or class affiliation. It is assumed that less educated voters, with a lower socio-economic status, use the option of preferential voting much less often than educated voters from the higher class of society (van der Kolk 2003). For less educated voters, it is more demanding in terms of time and content to assess the professional qualifications of all candidates. It is easier for them to vote for the party as such (list voting), without granting preferential votes. This assumption also applies in the context of willingness to participate in elections at all (van der Kolk 2003, Gallego 2010). In the same way, voters with a lower socio-economic status are more inclined to the phenomenon of party identification than to actively choosing from the options offered within the internal party competition. Age and sex of voters are mentioned as other potentially influencing factors. Interest in politics is thought to be higher among older people and among men. Several authors claim (Rubenson et al. 2004, Goerres 2007, Dalton 2008) that younger people are more active in using their right to candidate, or alternative forms of political engagement (protests, demonstrations), while older people prefer traditional forms of political participation (right to vote). However, van der Kolk (2003) draws attention to the fact that we see a greater tendency to preferential voting in the age category of 30-50 years old, compared to younger, but also older age groups. In general, one might assume that the tendency to use preferential voting should be less common among women than among men, who are traditionally more politically engaged and historically show a higher interest in politics. However, let’s not forget the feminist features of voting behaviour, when many female voters are impressed by female candidates who could potentially represent their group interests to a much higher degree (McDermott 2009, Holli and Wass 2010).

“The Identity model” explicitly states that the voter prefers a candidate who is close to him due to his (her) socio-economic characteristics that is also very important for our paper. The voter assumes that people belonging to the same group will profess and promote identical or similar values and preferences. By voting in favour of such a candidate, the presence of the group to which the voter is a member is strengthened at the political level. Indeed, research on group voting behaviour has shown that women are slightly more likely than men to vote for women (Erzeel and Caluwaerts 2015, Marien et al. 2016, van Erkel 2019) and that the ethnic origin of the voter and candidate is also important in this context (Teney et al. 2010, Jacobs et al. 2013).

Another approach to evaluating the relationship between preferential voting and socio-economic characteristics of the electorate is referred to as “The Proximity Model” (Fenno 1978, Coleman 2005, Grill 2007, Hardin 2008). This type of explanation builds on the fact that people tend to prefer candidates they know personally or are members of the same party or volunteer organizations. In this context, personal contact is also important, e.g. in the form of organizing pre-election rallies or groups on social networks. Voters also tend to support candidates who come from their locality or region (friends and neighbours’ effect), regardless of their other personal (socio-economic) characteristics.

The set of explanatory models of preferential voting is completed by “The Instrumental Model”. In this case, the effect of the voter’s socio-economic affiliation is put into the background and the electoral context, rules and characteristics of the electoral competition within which the candidates compete are emphasized, which ultimately affects the decision of the voter himself (instrumental rationality). It is demotivating for voters if the electoral rules are set
in such a way (low limit on the number of preferential votes, size of electoral districts – as
the size of the district decreases, the position of smaller parties worsens and, conversely, a high
limit on the inclusion of preferential votes) that preferential voting will only affect the final
line-up of elected candidates in a minimal way. Therefore, the benefit for a rational voter (when
setting strict rules against preferential voting) is very limited (Downs 1957, Stroh 1995, André
and Depauw 2017).

However, when evaluating influencing factors, a distinction must be made between local
and national elections, within which their explanatory effect is different (Thijssen et al. 2018).

Methodological issues

The aim of this article is to test the statistical relationship between the territorial distribution
of preferential votes and selected socio-demographic characteristics of the population. We ask
the research question whether the territorial redistribution of preferential votes is related to the sex,
age and educational composition of the population in Slovakia. Are men or women, younger
or older voters, with higher or lower education more likely to vote preferentially, and what
is this relationship like in individual parts of Slovakia? For this purpose, we carried out a cor-
relation analysis, while the input variables were the preferential votes cast to all 25 political
entities that participated in the elections to the National Council of the Slovak Republic
on September 30, 2023, and data on the number of men and women in the age category of 18
and over, persons of younger productive age category 18-39 years, of older productive age
category 40-59, of post-productive age category 60 and over, adults with primary education,
secondary education and university education. We analysed these connections at the national,
regional and district level (we tested the Bratislava city districts as one district due to their
limited territorial size, as well as the city of Košice and its city districts). The data included
in the correlation analysis were data at the level of 2923 municipalities and 72 districts
of Slovakia. For the purpose of this paper, we consider eight self-governing regions as the re-
gional level. Socio-demographic data were used from the database of the census carried out
in 2021. We monitored the existence of a linear statistical dependence of the analysed variables
through the Pearson correlation coefficient. Calculations were made in the SPSS Statistics 22
and map outputs were made in the MapInfo Professional 9.5.

Dependent variable:
preferential votes for political parties – calculated as a % of preferential votes cast from their
maximum (theoretically) possible number (since a maximum of four preferential votes could
be granted by the voter, i.e. as 4 times the number of valid votes)

Independent variables:
Sex structure of the population:
men in the age category of 18 and over – calculated as a % of all persons
women in the age category of 18 and over – calculated as a % of all persons

Age structure of the population:
persons in the age category of 18-39 years - calculated as a % of all persons
persons in the age category of 40-59 years - calculated as a % of all persons
persons in the age category of 60 and over – calculated as a % of all persons

Educational structure of the population:
persons in the age category of 18 and over with the highest primary education achieved -
calculated as a % of all persons
persons in the age category of 18 and over with the highest secondary education achieved
(without high school diploma, with high school diploma, higher vocational) – calculated
as a % of all persons
persons in the age category of 18 and over with the highest tertiary education achieved -
calculated as a % of all persons
To analyse selected socio-demographic characteristics in connection with preferential voting, we chose a correlation tool - Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) expressing the linear statistical dependence of the investigated variables. The determined values subsequently express the existence or the absence of a relationship between two variables. Pearson's correlation coefficient is expressed mathematically by the formula:

\[ r = \frac{\sum (x - \bar{x})(y - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum (x - \bar{x})^2 \sum (y - \bar{y})^2}} \]

The correlation coefficient is a dimensionless number and its values range from <-1; 1>. The achieved values can express (Filová and Gregorová 2004):

- strong positive linear dependence, \( r \) is from the interval <0.7; 1>
- strong negative linear dependence, \( r \) is from the interval < -1; -0.7>
- moderately strong positive linear dependence, \( r \) is from the interval <0.5; 0.7>
- moderately strong negative linear dependence, \( r \) is from the interval <-0.7; -0.5>
- weak positive linear dependence, \( r \) is from the interval <0.3; 0.5>
- weak negative linear dependence, \( r \) is from the interval <-0.5; -0.3>
- values are independent if \( r \) <-0.3; 0.3>

In the final stage of our research, we paid attention to a comprehensive evaluation of the issue at the level of three monitored factors (sex, age, education). We no longer observe the correlation between the territorial variability regarding the number of preferential votes and individual partially analysed population groups, but evaluate this relationship as a factor as such. For this purpose, we converted the values of correlation coefficients for individual variables to absolute values (so that negative values do not erase the positive values) and calculated the average for individual factors:

- sex (values of correlation coefficients: preferential votes vs. men 18+, respectively vs. women 18+ – calculation of the average of absolute values),
- age (values of correlation coefficients: preferential votes vs. population 18-39, vs. population 40-59, respectively vs. population 60 and over – calculation of the average of absolute values),
- education (values of correlation coefficients: preferential votes vs. population with primary education, vs. population with secondary education, respectively vs. population with tertiary education – calculation of the average of absolute values)

Results

As confirmed by previous studies (Spáč 2013, 2016, Spáč et al. 2016, Jusko et al. 2019), voters' interest in using the possibility of casting a preferential vote grows from election to election in Slovakia. But what is this interest in the case of individual parties and especially at the territorially disaggregated level? And is the phenomenon of preferential voting influenced by the socio-economic characteristics of the population, at the national, regional and district level?

Interesting findings are presented in Table 1. Of the 25 political entities that took part in the 2023 parliamentary elections, we paid attention to the 12 preferentially strongest within this table. They are sorted according to the relative number of preferential votes, calculated as a % of preferential votes awarded out of the maximum (theoretically) possible number of preferential votes within the valid votes cast to political parties. The difference between the 12 strongest parties in this indicator is approximately 15 percentage points. The most preferential votes were given by the voters of the party of the Hungarian minority living in Slovakia SZÖVETSÉG – ALIANCE (75.55% of the theoretically possible preferential votes, in other words 3.02 preferential votes out of four possible per voter with a valid vote cast). A value
above 70% was also shown by the nationalist SNS, the right-wing Democrats and the far-right LSNS. On the contrary, the conservative SME RODINA party (59.21%) and the liberal PS movement (59.20%) did not even reach 60%. As for the number of voters who used the option of preferential voting (in any number of preferential votes), it ranged from 8-9 out of 10 for the most important parties in current Slovak politics. In this regard, only the liberal PS lags slightly behind, in the case of which 7-8 voters out of 10 used the option of preferential voting. Based on these results, we can conclude that the differences in the use of preferential voting by voters of the largest parties are not large in Slovakia. However, we also looked at the possible statistical connection between electoral support and preferential voting by voters of these political parties, based on data at the district level. Moderately strong indirect (negative) dependence was found for the two most liberal parties – SaS and PS. At the district level, in their case, it is true that they received more preferential votes in those districts in which their support was lower, and vice versa – In those districts in which they had higher support, preferential voting was used less by their voters. Similar statements can be made about the Democrats and LSNS, but in their case it was only a weak indirect statistical dependence. On the contrary, a certain positive link of electoral support in relation to preferential votes awarded (higher support, more preferential votes and vice versa) was confirmed only in the case of the Christian-conservative KDH and the electoral coalition OĽANO A PRIATELIA, KÚ and ZA ĽUDÍ.

Tab. 1. The 2023 parliamentary election results and preferential votes of main political parties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Election party / coalition</th>
<th>Election result %</th>
<th>Preferential voters %</th>
<th>Preferential votes* %</th>
<th>Intensity** %</th>
<th>Election result vs preferential votes***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SZÖVETSÉG – ALIANCIA</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>87.60</td>
<td>75.55</td>
<td>86.24</td>
<td>0.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNS</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>89.00</td>
<td>73.57</td>
<td>82.66</td>
<td>-0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demokratí</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>86.16</td>
<td>72.78</td>
<td>84.47</td>
<td>-0.424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSNS</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>87.05</td>
<td>70.88</td>
<td>81.43</td>
<td>-0.448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMER – SD</td>
<td>22.94</td>
<td>85.43</td>
<td>69.89</td>
<td>81.81</td>
<td>-0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPUBLIKA</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>87.84</td>
<td>68.77</td>
<td>78.29</td>
<td>-0.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OĽANO A PRIATELIA, KÚ a ZA ĽUDÍ</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>88.99</td>
<td>68.31</td>
<td>76.76</td>
<td>0.480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SaS</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>82.47</td>
<td>65.97</td>
<td>79.99</td>
<td>-0.512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLAS – SD</td>
<td>14.70</td>
<td>84.61</td>
<td>64.48</td>
<td>76.20</td>
<td>-0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDH</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>80.54</td>
<td>61.38</td>
<td>76.21</td>
<td>0.472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME RODINA</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>84.50</td>
<td>59.21</td>
<td>70.07</td>
<td>-0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>17.96</td>
<td>73.95</td>
<td>59.20</td>
<td>80.06</td>
<td>-0.630</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical dependence

- none
- weak
- medium
- strong

* calculated as % of preferential votes cast compared to maximum possible number of preferential votes enable for participated voters
** calculated as % of preferential votes compared to preferential voters
*** correlation coefficient, based on district level data

Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic (2024), author’s calculations
As shown in Figure 1, the most compact part of Slovakia with a high share of preferential votes is lower Zemplín and especially the southern part of the Trebišov district. Other spatial concentrations, but with a more fragmented territorial structure of higher values, are located in the south-west of Slovakia (Danube region), south-central Slovakia, Orava and north-eastern Slovakia. Lower values are registered especially in the extreme west of Slovakia. At the district level (Figure 2, Table 2), the highest intensity of preferential voting (above the level of 70%) is achieved in the districts of Orava, the northeast and the east of Slovakia, namely the districts of Trebišov (73.08%), Vranov nad Topľou, Stará Ľubovňa, Námestovo, Michalovce, Svidník, Tvrdošín, Humenné, Sabinov, Kežmarok, Sobrance and Prešov. On the contrary, the lowest values (below 62%) are typical for districts in the far west of Slovakia, in order from the lowest value to Myjava (59.20%), Senica, Skalica, Malacky, Trenčín, Hlohovec and Nové Mesto nad Váhom.

Fig. 1. Preferential votes in the 2023 parliamentary elections at local level
Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic (2024), author’s map

Fig. 2. Preferential votes in the 2023 parliamentary elections at district level
Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic (2024), author’s map
In the next, key part of this study, we will focus in more detail on the territorial context concerning the relationship between preferential voting and selected socio-demographic characteristics. In this case, we are interested in a possible link towards the sex, age and educational structure of the population. At the outset, however, it is necessary to state a methodological note that the difference in the values of the Pearson correlation coefficient ($r$) at different territorial hierarchical levels was to a significant extent influenced by the number of cases entering the analysis, of which there were the most at the national level (2923, i.e. individual municipalities of Slovakia), less at the regional level (in the case of individual self-governing regions, several hundred municipalities) and at least at the district level (a few dozen municipalities). Thus, it is logical that with the highest variability of values (correlation result for the national level) a lower probability of the existence of dependence can be expected, i.e. the highest
level of irregularity. On the contrary, at the district level, the probability of the existence of statistical dependence regarding the investigated variables increases that is due to the lower number of cases (entering territorial units), i.e. the expected lower variability of values and thus a higher chance concerning the existence of a statistical connection between the analysed indicators.

At the most rigorously evaluated, nationwide level, the connection of preferential voting to any analysed socio-demographic characteristic was not confirmed. In all cases, the resulting values were close to the 0.100 level. At the regional level (Tab. 3), however, the regions of Bratislava and Žilina caught the attention. In the case of our capital region, a moderately strong positive statistical association was found between preferential voting and higher education. On the contrary, a negative link was identified towards the territorial concentration of the population with secondary education. It seems that in the case of the Bratislava region, a higher share of the population with higher education means a higher share of preferential votes. Certain, but already weak, negative link was identified in relation to the territorial variability of the male population. In the case of the Žilina region, the relationship of preferential voting towards the age structure of the population took a certain, limited way. In the case of the younger productive population, this is a positive relationship, in the case of the older productive population and post-productive generation, a negative statistical relationship. However, it is necessary to mention that in these cases it is only a connection of a weak intensity. The same applies to the connection towards the territorial concentration of the male population. At the regional level, only a weak positive statistical relationship between the spatial variability of the number regarding preferential votes and the share of the older productive population attracted attention in the Trnava region.

Tab. 3. Correlation between preferential votes in the 2023 parliamentary elections and selected socio-demographic characteristics at national and regional level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Territorial unit</th>
<th>SEX</th>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>EDUCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male 18+</td>
<td>Female 18+</td>
<td>18-39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bratislava region</td>
<td>-0.091</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trnava region</td>
<td>-0.449</td>
<td>-0.082</td>
<td>-0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trenčín region</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitra region</td>
<td>-0.089</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Žilina region</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banská Bystrica region</td>
<td>-0.305</td>
<td>-0.299</td>
<td>0.362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prešov region</td>
<td>-0.055</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Košice region</td>
<td>-0.098</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The Census 2021 (2021), Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic (2024), author’s calculations

Several interesting facts can be noticed at the district level. No or only a weak statistical dependence between the territorial variability regarding the number of preferential votes and the observed socio-demographic characteristics was identified in the case of the districts of three regions in Slovakia – Nitra, Prešov and Košice. They are de facto joined by the Trenčín region, where we observe a moderately strong negative relationship between preferential voting and the population aged 40-59 only in the case of the Bánovce nad Bebravou district. On the contrary, several interesting statistical links were registered at the district level in the case of the remaining four regions of Slovakia – Bratislava, Trnava, Žilina and Banská Bystrica.
Similar to the regional level, in the case of the capital itself, a moderately strong negative relationship between preferential voting and the population with a secondary education and, conversely, a strong positive relationship towards the population with a university education takes place. In the case of the neighbouring district of Malacky, a moderately strong negative link can be seen on the territorial variability of the male and female population, the productive population, and the population with secondary education. Within the Trnava region, a moderately strong positive statistical link of preferential voting to the population with primary education and, conversely, a negative relationship to the territorial variability of the university-educated population in the Galanta district was found. In the district of Šenica, on the other hand, a moderately strong positive relationship between preferential voting and the age group of 40-59 was interesting. Námestovo is a specific district within the Žilina region. In its case, a moderately strong negative link was identified towards the sex structure of the population, age category 60+ and population with secondary education. In the case of the 40-59 age group, there was even a strong negative statistical dependence. In the district of Kysucké Nové Mesto, a moderately intense negative link of preferential voting to the territorial concentration of the population with higher education (as well as in relation to the post-productive component of the population) and, conversely, a moderately strong positive link towards the population with primary education were found. In Bytča district, preferential voting is negatively linked to the male population (moderately strong negative link). The Banská Bystrica region is interesting in the context of preferential voting and its connection to the monitored socio-demographic characteristics, especially by the districts of Detva and Brezno. In the first mentioned district, we observe a very strong positive link of preferential voting to the population with higher education and, conversely, a very strong negative link to the population with primary education. Within this district, preferential voting is positively oriented in the form of a moderately strong positive association with the younger productive population and a negative one with the post-productive population (as well as with the territorial variability of the male population). In the district of Brezno, we observe a positive, moderately strong statistical dependence between preferential voting and the population with primary education and, on the contrary, a moderately strong negative dependence towards the population with secondary education.

In the final part of the analysis, we focused on a comprehensive assessment of the issue in relation to the three monitored factors (sex, age, education). The results are depicted in Figures 3, 4 and 5. Figure 3 shows the situation concerning correlation relationship between preferential voting and the sex factor at the district level. When we considered the absolutized values of the input variables (we did not consider their positive or negative orientation) and calculated the average value from them, we found that a moderately strong statistical dependence was identified only in districts of Malacky and Námestovo. Another 11 districts showed only weak statistical dependence, in the order of Bytča, Myjava, Sabinov, Veľký Krtiš, Kysucké Nové Mesto, Gelnica, Pezinok, Kežmarok, Dolný Kubín, Detva and Zvolen. The remaining 59 districts did not show any statistical dependence in relation to the sex factor. A very similar situation was also recorded when evaluating the age factor (Figure 4). A moderately strong correlation dependence was identified again only in the case of two districts – Námestovo and Detva. Another eight districts registered only a weak correlation towards the age structure of the population. These are the districts of Pezinok, Kysucké Nové Mesto, Senica, Čadca, Bánovce nad Bebravou, Malacky, Kežmarok and Gelnica. As many as 62 districts did not show any statistical connection with respect to the age factor. Similar findings can also be expressed in the context of the evaluation regarding the education factor (map 5). Only three districts, namely Detva, Bratislava and Kysucké Nové Mesto, showed a moderately strong statistical dependence between preferential voting and the educational structure of the population. The other nine districts, specifically Galanta, Brezno, Veľký Krtiš, Kežmarok, Bytča, Námestovo, Malacky, Púchov and Sabinov, were characterized by a weak statistical link in relation to the education factor.
Fig. 3. Correlation between preferential votes in the 2023 parliamentary elections and sex structure at district level; Source: The Census 2021 (2021), Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic (2024), author’s map and calculations

Fig. 4. Correlation between preferential votes in the 2023 parliamentary elections and age structure at district level; Source: The Census 2021 (2021), Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic (2024), author’s map and calculations

Fig. 5. Correlation between preferential votes in the 2023 parliamentary elections and educational structure at district level; Source: The Census 2021 (2021), Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic (2024), author’s map and calculations
Discussion

In the post-socialist and especially Czech-Slovak literature, Spáč deals with the issue of preferential voting the most systematically. However, along with other authors, he has primarily investigated factors mainly from the view of the instrumental model theory, or the issue concerning the probability of the election of candidates with regard to the order on the candidate list (Spáč 2013, 2016, Spáč et al. 2016, Jusko et al. 2019). Concerning socio-economic characteristics, he tested them towards the candidates themselves and not to the electorate.

As mentioned by several authors (e.g. Popkin 1991, Matson and Fine 2006), a key factor in the casting of the preferential votes is the information about individual candidates that reaches and appeals to a given voter. However, which attributes are crucial for voters when evaluating candidates? Voters certainly consider the competence to hold the office (education, expertise), the activity of the given candidate in the office or in politics in the past, his or her campaigning, but also the sympathies of the leader and the personality as such, who can appeal to the electorate with appearance or language. In his work, Spáč (2013) noted variables such as the order of candidates on the candidate list, but also their socio-demographic characteristics such as sex, age, education and occupation. He followed these attributes for a relatively long period of 1998-2012 and came to the conclusion that the most influencing factor in the case of elections to the National Council of the Slovak Republic is the order of the nominees on the candidate list, especially location at the top of the list. This was also confirmed by other studies (Spáč 2016, Spáč et al. 2016, Jusko et al. 2019). However, if strong candidates decide to run from the last positions, the electorate will register this and by using the preferential vote, the voters will move them to eligible positions. Spáč (2013) registered a certain influence also in the case of candidates' education or their profession. On the contrary, a significant influence cannot be attributed to the age and sex of the candidate based on the conducted research. In the context of preferential voting, the phenomenon of the friends and neighbours’ effect was confirmed, at the level of both regions and districts of Slovakia. This does not apply to party leaders to the same extent, as their support, even in the context of casting preferential votes, is less spatially concentrated (more evenly dispersed) within territory of Slovakia. Although Madleňák did not explicitly analyse the phenomenon of preferential voting in his articles (2017, 2019), he did evaluate the relationship between the representation of candidates from individual parts of Slovakia on the candidate lists of political parties running in parliamentary elections and elected deputies based on their place of residence, namely in elections in period 1998-2016. The author also mentions the friends and neighbours’ effect as a potential influence of this territorial distribution, which can have a certain influence on the casting of preferential votes.

In the Slovak political and sociological literature dedicated to the evaluation of elections from the position of the results regarding individual political parties, attention is paid exclusively to inter-party competition and the related influence of the socio-demographic characteristics of the population, while studies evaluating intra-party competition (preferential voting) in the context of selected socio-economic characteristics of the voters themselves are lacking. In this context, it would be possible to assume that people with lower education, with a lower socio-economic status, younger people and those with a weaker interest in politics will not so often use the option of preferential voting, because in their case it is easier to vote for a political party as such and not to devote costs to the study of election programs of individual candidates (Thijssen et al. 2018). Studies focused on gender and its influence on preferential voting have produced results that are in contradiction with each other, declaring weaker (Andre et al. 2012) or stronger interest of women in using the option of preferential voting (van Holsteyn and Andeweg 2012, Andre et al. 2013). As previous studies have shown, classic socio-demographic variables that are able to support political participation also led to more preferential voting (André et al. 2012, André et al. 2013). However, everything significantly depends on the applied electoral system, primarily on the number of mandates, the limit for the maximum number of preferential votes, the limit for the preferential votes counting and, of course, the number and size of constituencies.
Conclusion

From the point of view regarding the territorial aspects of preferential voting in the 2023 parliamentary elections, the region of north-eastern Slovakia, and especially lower Zemplín region (Trebišov district) has a unique position. South-western Slovakia and south-central Slovakia also show above-average values. It seems that due to the spatial distribution of the more nationalist and conservative-oriented electorate, this type of voters is more inclined to use preferential voting (in favour of parties with prominent personalities in their leadership).

Assessing the data for the set of all municipalities in Slovakia, the statistical relationship between preferential voting and the analysed socio-economic characteristics of the citizens was not confirmed. Nevertheless, in the case of individual regions, the Bratislava and Žilina regions can be mentioned. In the Bratislava region, we identified a moderately strong statistical dependence between preferential voting and the population with higher education. On the contrary, it reacted negatively to the population with a secondary education, as well as to the male component of the population (albeit declaring only a weak relationship). One of the explanations is that a more educated population approaches the granting of preferential votes more actively, as they are more aware of the meaning of influencing public affairs and the political situation in the country. In the context of preferential voting, the Žilina region showed dependence on the age structure of the population, but it was only of moderate intensity. A positive statistical link was identified in the case of the younger productive population (aged 18-39). On the contrary, a negative one was registered towards the older productive (aged 40-59) and post-productive (aged 60+) components of the population, as well as towards the male population. The younger population of this region can take a more responsible and individualistic approach to voting in terms of handling the preferential votes available. On the contrary, in the case of the Trnava region, we can talk about a positive link towards the older productive population, even if this relationship is not of significant intensity. Other regions did not demonstrate statistical dependence towards the observed socio-structural characteristics of the population (sex, age and education).

The district level also offers several interesting findings. When assessing the relationship between preferential voting and socio-demographic characteristics of the population, the districts in the Nitra, Prešov and Košice regions did not show any dependence, and the Trenčín region to a minimal extent. On the contrary, quite a lot of statistical links were identified in several districts of the Bratislava, Trnava, Žilina and Banská Bystrica regions. As we stated above, the results of the research at the national (calculated on the basis of a database regarding 2,923 municipalities in Slovakia), as well as district level, along with the very limited findings at the level of regions, are evidence that the relationship between preferential voting and the factors of sex, age and education of the population has not been proven in Slovakia. Although certain results were demonstrated for partial population groups in selected districts, but the informative value of some of them is limited by the relatively low number of cases included in the correlation analysis (in the case of districts with the lowest number of municipalities).

Thus, the explanatory factors continue to be mainly the structure of the candidate list in terms of personal nominations, order on the candidate list, party personalities, the activity of individual candidates in the media and social networks (election campaigning, marketing and strategy) and from the position of voters, especially party identification, personalisation of politics, friends and neighbours’ effect, etc.

In the context of the achieved results, however, it should be added in one breath that we investigated a statistical and not a causal relationship of variables under study. For this purpose, it would be appropriate to use a selected method of spatial econometrics, such as Durbin's spatial regression model, which also considers mutual spatial distances between the values of individual socio-demographic variables during the calculation. Another limitation of the con-
ducted research is the relatively low number of municipalities in the smallest districts of Slovakia. In addition, in the future, it is also necessary to conduct qualitative research based on direct questioning within a representative sample of voters and ascertaining individual reasons and motivation for preferential voting, also from the point of view regarding their socio-demographic and socio-economic background.
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